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When the 1978 Lasker award for basic
science research was announced, honoring various investigators for their work
in opiate receptors, a controversy developed over why several others were not
named. I At that time, 1 presented four
“maps”
cluster
of opiate
receptor
research covering the years 1974 -77.2
The maps not only graphically depicted
the explosive growth of this scientific
specialty, but they also identified the
foundation,
or “milestone,”
papers,
when new developments arose, and who
was responsible for advances in the field.
The opiate receptor exercise called
special attention
to lS1°’s clustering
procedures, but we’ve been mapping scientific specialties for over five years
now .J The opiate receptor cluster is only
one of about 2,000 clusters generated in
a computer run of a single annual Science Citation Indexm (SCI@) file. Table
I lists the 100 largest clusters in the life
sciences in 1978. These were the most active fields in terms of papers published
that year. Part 2 of this essay will cover
the physical sciences.
I make no attempt here to ‘‘exp[ain”
these listings in cognitive terms. Any
regular reader of Current Contentsm
(CC@) will recognize the fields closest to
his or her own research. The clusters
were named simply by identifying the
terms most frequently used in the titles
of the papers in each cluster. Thus, the

These papers could have been published
at any time, but in most cases they are
the recent milestone papers for the field.
For example, of the 124 cited papers in
the opiate receptor cluster, 108 were
published between 1973-77, 11 between
1968-72, and five before
1968. The
average year of publication was 1974. By
contrast, 15 of the 24 cited papers in the
acetylcholine
receptors
cluster
were
published between 1973-77, six between
1968-72, and three before 1968. The
average year of publication here is 1972.
This average year for cited publications
presumably is one indication of how fast
the field is moving. Another indicator is
when some of the “primordial”
papers
disappear from the cluster. This is not to
say that they are never cited. Rather,
they are cited less because they become
the common wisdom: formal citation is
“obliterated. ”J
To evaluate the utility of Table 1, you
could ask several colleagues to name the
most active fields of research for 1978.
On the other hand, an enterprising journal publisher might consider whether a
fie[d like opiate receptors (947 citing
papers) is ready for its own journal. The
same question can be asked about research on substance P (640), fibronectin
(432), somatostatin
(4 I 1), or sister
chromatid exchanges (299). These cluster titles, and a few thousand more, will
add to the unique approach to searching
1S1’s files in the future, both on-line and
in print. The latter is to be tested in an
almost completed A flus of Biochenris[ry. The former will be tested soon at a
dozen or more research institutions.

subject matter of the cluster is described
in the actual terms currently used by active researchers.
The number of “cited”
each cluster is also shown

6.1980

papers for
in Table 1.
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Table 1. TOD lfll 1978 clusters in the
in each clus;er,

that is, the number

DhySiCal
sciences, ranked by the number of citing articles
of papers published in that field.

Cited

Cluster

Number
24
436
62
920
1,253
1,416
119
125
297
523

201
264
13
20
113
2,074
171
1,371
253
209
919
345
1,634
227
307
789
469
346
204
371
735
127
379
2,024
333
169
1,632
21
324
309
549
240
382
1,703
402
25
66
1,011
225
718
35s
226
1.089

Name

Weak Neutral-Current
Reactions
Instantons
Spin Glasses
Macrocyclic Complexes
Heavy Quark Systems
Quantum Chromodynamics:
Jet Processes
Large Transverse Momentum Hadron Production
Hadron Collisions & Lepton Pair Production
Clusters of Galaxies
MNDO Studies of Molecules
Charmonium
Model
Rare-Gas—Halide
Systems
Solitons
Charmed Hadrons
Angle-Resolved
Phcrtoemission
Molecular Orbital Calculation of Interactions
Electronic States in Amorphous Semiconductors
Cycloaddition
Reactions
Instanton Solutions for Gauge Field Theory
Photoelectrochemistry:
Solar Energy Conversion
Quantum Theory of Solitons
Electronic States of Semiconductor
Surfaces
Gauge Theories of Gravitation
Heavy Ion Collisions
Organic Alloys
Tau Heavy Lepton Decay Mode
Phase Transitions in 2-Dimensional
Systems
Bag Models of Hadrons
Magnetic Monopoles in Gauge Field Theories
Vibrational Relaxation Studies
Renormalization
of Quantum Field Theory in Various
Space-Times
Scaling Violations & Neutrino Scattering
K-Shell Ionization
Charge Density Wave States
Excited-State Electron Transfer in TransitionMetal Complexes
Properties of Amorphous Solids at Low Temperatures
Molecular Orbital Structure Studies
Baryonium Model
Planetary Nebulae
Critical Phenomena in Fluids
Multi-Photon-Induced
Molecular Dissociation
X-Ray Absorption
Fine Structure (EXAFS) Studies
Heavy Ion Fusion
High-Performance
Liquid Chromatography
Renormalization
Group Approach to Critical
Dynamics
Asymmetric Reactions Catalyzed by Metal Complexes
Nuclear Proton Scattering
Kinetic Model for Classical Liquids
Geochemistry
of Volcanics
Pleistocene Paleoclimates
Stellar Evolution & Mass Loss
Molecular & Atomic Low-Energy Scattering
Neutron Star~
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Articles
49
8
23
6
4
7
21
12
17
5
15
21
7
7
13
4
6
9
10
20
10
15
4
17
15
6
6
4
6
11
9

Citing
Articles
368
266
244
212

201
199
189
176
168
167
162
156
I50
141
136
131
130
128
127
125
125
124
122
120
!20
112
111
109
105
104
101

10
6
4
14

100
1(H3
98
96

7
5
10
7
5
5
12
8
8

96
96
94
91
91
91
90
90
90

7
9
10
9
6
5
5
4
s

88
87
86
86
85
85
84
83
82

626
I,449
496
214
1,215
803
926
1,115
489
573
540
59
754
164
]39
810
53
109
635
652
1,019
304
348
1,148
534
82
58
228
I ,348
409
918
518
1,425
705
716
4
753
47
1,463
294
866
II
574
366
317
96
275
102
1,691

Micro[ubule Assembly
Nucleo\ome Struclure & Transcrip[ionally
Ac[ive Chromatin
Genetics of Diabetes Mcllitu\
Epidermal Growth Factor
Calcium Tran\port System of Sarcopla\mic
Reticulum
Plasmid Replication
Org,aniza(ion of Catecholamine
Neurons in the Cen[ral Nervou$ System
Thyroid Hormone Receptor!
Eriend Cell Ery[hroid Differentiation
Phospholipid
Exchange Proteins
Rotavirus in C,astroenteriti$
Myelin Bajic PrOtein\
Immunochemistry
of Gonococcu\
E;[rogen Receptor\
Computed Cranial Tomography
Regulation of Prolactin Secretion
Adeno\ine Dcaminaw Deficiency
Chroma[in l’ractionation
& Functional Organization
Mes\enger RNA 5 ‘ Terminal Cap Structures
Reac[ion Cenier ot’ Photosynthetic
Bacteria & Plants
Inhibitory GABA & Amino Acid lnhibi[ors
Sy$[em
in the Cen[ral Nervous
Tumor Promotor\
DNA Polymera\e\
f3e!a-Adrenergic Receptor\
13io$yn(hetic Precur\or\
Intercellular .lunction Eormalion
System
Taurlne in Central Nervouj
Teratocarcinoma

Stem

C’ell\

T-Cell Subpopula[ionj
Re[inal Photoreceptor\
Guarrylate Cyclasc Activa[]on
Lipoprotein hletabolism
Fluorescence Membrane Probe~
S[ructure ot Nlajor Histocompalibili(y
Antigen\
Suppre\$or Cell Acti\ity
DNA-Replication
Pro[ein~
Va50actl\e Intestinal Polypep[ide
Pathogenefis of Gallstones
(’yclic GNIP
Non-Hodgkin
Lymphoma
DNA Repair & Nlu[agencj]i
Heparin & An{i[hrombin
Idiotype in Anti bod]e~
Re$i$[ance Plasmids
Localization of Aminn Acid Neurotran\mittcr$
Computed Bed> Tomography
Ery[hroid Difleren[ia[ion
Lec~in$
Clinical & [immunologic A\pect$ of Gonococca]

From the list in Table 1, it can be seen
that 1S1’sclustering procedure is actually
a classification system which groups

Infection

16
4

183
183

19
16
22
18
10

181
I 80
I 79
179
179

24
20
16
26
19
18
17
4
17
lx
14
14
23
16

176
176
176
]75
175
175
I 75
I 74
t 73
] 72

18
18
12
II
13
13
Is
4
22
18
12
8
17
6
17
7
15
7
17
12
17
l-t
II
1()
1()
1()
8
II

170
I 70
169
I69
168
\ 65
165
I 65
I63
I~~
l(it
161
15X
157
157
[57
I J(r
I 56
1$5
154
]s7
ljl
I49
I48
I 47
147
146
I46
1-$4
144
I44
I42

automatically classifies [he documents
included in an annual SC1 file. 1S1’s
method is a unique variation on clustering techniques described in classic textbooks. ~-TIt is important to first discuss
the basic concepts and definitions of

documents into related fields and subspecialties. In this essay, 1’11describe the
first steps through which the computer
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clustering before you can see how 1S1’s
particular methods differ from those in
general use.
Cluster analysis has many different
applications,
but its objective is usually
the same—to
elucidate
the structure
underlying complex bodies of data by
identifying resemblances between members of their populations. s Starting with
of cases, cluster analysis
a population

reveals any organizational patterns that
arise from similarities between [heir
an anthrovariables. For example,

Table 2: C![at Ion frequcnc} dls[rlbul]on da[a for
I978 .SCI‘
Times cited
1

Number

of items

2,675,936

~o

of file

70

5-9

876,993
j~,~,(,

23
>

10-16

49,741

17-2S

14,694
7,163

I
~

2-4

26-50
51-100
1(11-o\cr
(0( ’71

1,41s
]~7
3.825,s05

J
1
I
IIm)o.

The set of most-cited papers, together
with the lists of papers that cite them,
are sorted to produce a series of indexes.
Figure 1 shows the steps involved in
preparing these data for clustering. The
caption explains the procedure in detail.
A long processing step is required [o
determine how often each of the 23,500
highly-cited papers is co-cited with one
another by the source publications,
You
can get an idea of how many possible
pairs are generated
by applying the
standard formula I j2n (n-l), where n =
23,500.
Thus,
there
are almost
280,000,000 possible pairs!
Of course, none of the highly-cited
papers actually co-occurs with all the
other highly-cited papers. So, the ac[ual
number of pairs of co-cited papers is
much lower
than
the 280,000,000
calculated above. In fact, more than
99.5W0 of the possible combinations
are
“zero-linked
pairs’’—highlciteded
papers that are never actually co-cited with
each other. This makes it feasible to program our computer to identify only the
“non-zero-linked
pairs’’ —papers
that
are co-cited. Typically, 800,000 co-cited

pologist may use cluster analysis to
define the social struc[ure of a primitive
tribe in terms of how its members (cases)
are distributed according to similarities
in sex, status, community roles, or marriage bonds (variables).
At ISI, we use cluster analysis to idenThe papers
tify patterns
in research.
covered in the SC1 are the source
documents
(cases). These sources cite
references (variables). To categorize or
group the source (citing) documents, we
cluster the works they cite.
Cluster analysis is usually applied to
populations having a few hundred cases
or variables at the most. But at 1S1 just
one week’s data includes over 10,000 articles or book chapters. The 1978 annual
SCI included more than 500,000 published papers or chapters (source items)
containing
more
than
7.5 million
reference citations. In 1979, these figures
increased to about 520,000 source items
and almost 7.8 million reference citations. Even if we could afford the enormous amount of computer time required
to completely cluster the SC1 each year,
it would overwhelm us with data. So we
take a more selective and pragmatic approach which, in practice, proves to be
quite useful and productive.
To be more selective, we set a citation
frequency (hres/ro/a’. Instead of looking
at all papers and books cited in a given
year, we single out only those cited, say,
17 or more times. “This leaves us with a
set of about 23,500 highly-cited items, or
less than 1To of all the items cited in a
single year (Table 2).

pairs are identified.
You must remember

the basic premise—the co-occurrence of [WO papers in
reference lists uniquely identifies subject
matter.
Our ultimate objecti}e is to
group documents linked by such pairs so
that they form clusters that identify
f7e/ds of research. Thus, we are trying to
go up the hierarchical
scale from the
more specific to the more generic. Using
quantitati~e
criteria
we arrive
tative statements
about current
activity.
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Figure

1:

Diagram

of

The initial
(quarter, semiannual,
da[a base. The product
step is a citation index
method.

ments,

containing

[he

1S1’”’s

clustering

inpu[ is a por[ion
annual) of [he SCI’
of the first processing
of highly cited doculists

of

papers

that

In the second step, this file i~
re~orted to produce an index arranged by [he
source (citing) papers. In other words, for
each paper tha[ originally entered [he file,
only i[s references to highly-cited paperi have
been retained. In fact, any paper~ that contained no references
to these highly-tiled
items have been eliminated—about
hall (he
file.
For each paper that remain;, all pos$ible
pair$ of highly-cited paper$ are formed; e.g.,
A, B,C, then AB, AC, and
if three were cited,
BC would be formed. If four were cited, AB.
AC, AD, BC, BD, and CD would be formed.
The rewdt i~ a list of document pairs in which
each pair appears in only one of the IWO \cquence$ [hat are pos$ible: as AB, but no! a$
f3A. This proces~ is followed for every one of
of source papers
the hundreds
of thousands
in a typical annual file. Then this enormou$
file is \orted again ;O that all occurrence
of
each pair are now together.
The number of times each pair appears is
counted, the total i~ recorded next to the first
record of [he pair, and all duplicate records
are deleted. The effect of this i~ to reduce the
number of records that mu$t be proce$sed.
The next step is to duplicate the consolidated
pair Ii\t, but with the document \equence of
each pair rekersed: AB becomes BA. Thts
double$ the $ize of the file,
The two pair Iisfs are then combined and
put into alphabetical order. The effect of this
sort is to produce a master Ii$t which batches
[oge[her all the pairs for a particular tiled
document.
In effect, this creates the master
matrix. This matrix will be run through the
clustering routine that form$ aggregates of
highly-cited
documents.
Thi$ is done by
grouping together all cited papers that have a
pair or linkage “strength”
above a given
value. The details of this procedure will be explained in Part 2 next week,
cited

them.
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Before clustering begins, using all of

I 50 times, and they are co-cited 10 times.
the co-cited
pairs,
we set a strength
The strength
of association
between
[hresho/d that can range from O-IO(WO. them is calculated by:

“Strength” indicates how related two
documents are, in terms of the proportion of their total citations that are cocitations. For example, document A is
cited 20 times in one year. document B
638

co-citations of A and B
(total citations A + B)- co-citations of
)
( A+B
Thus,

documents

A

and

B have

a

strength of association of .166 or 17070.
This can be visualized as two overlapping circles, each with an area proportional to its total citations (Figure 2).
The shaded area of overlap is 17r70of the
total (shaded and unshaded) area, i.e.,
ten citations out of the total 60 for A
and B.
The strength threshold is important
because it determines how sharply focused the cluster wilI be. For example, if
we set the threshold at Oqo, one very
large cluster is generated composed of
nearly all co-cited documents in the set.

At the other extreme, a IOW70threshold

ferent strength thresholds by a method
called “single-link”
clustering. g In

would generate almost as many separate
“clusters”
as there are individual cited
papers, except for those which are invariably co-cited. Neither extreme would
provide a meaningful or useful result.
If you are unfamiliar with clustering
procedures, it may seem arbitrary to set
Figure 2:
overlapping

Strength

of association

spheres.

The shaded

between

strength
thresholds
“anywhere”
between O-IOWO. However, no clustering
procedure has a predetermined
or recommended
threshold that produces a
“valid”
result. There is simply no
substitute
for exploring the data and
evaluating the results. For example, to
identify individual specialties, our experience tells us to set the threshold so
that no more than 100 ciied documents
are included in a single cIuster. Any
larger cluster usually is a composne of
more than one subject.
We normally process the set of cocited documents
at a number of dif-

single-link
clustering,
the computer
selects a single document and searches
for all the other items to which it is
linked with a co-citation strength equaling or exceeding the specified threshold.

co-cited

area of intersection

documents,
represents

B
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A and

B, represented

co-citations

as [ wo

of A and B.

and that is the only co-cited pair of
documents it yields. Thus, all five ref-

1S1’s single-link
method
is different
from the standard definitions included
in clustering texts, 5-7 because the volume of files we cluster is unusually large.
In particular, our approach differs from
others in our use of a direct access disk
to store the co-citations
of linked
documents. In other words, at a specific
location on the disk are stored all the
links that a particular document has to
any other
document.
This greatly
simplifies the implementation
of singlelink clustering.
Classifying research documents
into
related fields or clusters by co-citation
analysis shouldn’t
be confused
with
another method of defining relationships between documents called “bibliographic
coupling, ” Bibliographic
coupling links source (citing) documents
together. When two papers cite one or
more references in common, they are
bibliographically
coupled. Co-citation is
ci[ed docua relationship
between
ments—when
two papers
are cited
together by a later paper, they are linked
by co-citation.
Figure 3 illustrates the difference between the two. Paper A cites references
1, 3, and 4. Thus, papers (1 +3), (1 +4),
and (3 + 4) are co-cited
documents.
Paper B cites all five references, yielding
ten different
pairs of co-cited documents—( 1+2), (1+3),
(1+4),
(1+5),

erences are co-cited with each other at
least once by papers A, B, and C.
Also, papers A and B are bibliographically coupled because they both
cite references 1, 3, and 4. Papers B and

C are coupled by common references to
document 5 in their bibliographies,
However, A and C are no[ bibliographically coupled since they share no common references,
could

and
.A, tt,

3: Co-citation

numbered
and (’

links

and

clrcle$ are tiled
A-tt

b!bhographlc
reference.

All

and B-C are bibliographically

But these two papers
in the future by one or

more papers—and the more often they
are co-cited, the greater is the chance
that they have become a “marker”
or
identifier for a new subject or even a
field.
The disadvantage of classifying documents by bibliographic coupling is that it
can’t take into account the constant
evolution of research—two source items
either are or are not bibliographically
coupled for all time. However,
cogitation relationships
are dynamic and
reflect
the evolution,
decline,
and
merger of research fields—two documents that are not presently co-cited
may be linked together in later publications.
Co-citation
analysis is an au[oma[ic
classification procedurelt~ that minimizes
reliance on arbitrary human judgments,
[n conventional
systems not only may
Iifferent indexers index the same paper
nconsistently,
but, more important,

(2+ 3), (2+4), (2+ 5), (3 +4), (3+ 5),
and (4+ 5). Paper C cites only 2 and 5,
F
Figure

be co-cited

coupling,
fi}e

I,etlered

ret’erence!

coupled,
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cirdej

are co-cv[ed

represent

wwrct’

documents

al Iea$l once by wurces

hut A and (’ are not.

their hierarchical classification
systems
frequently get out of touch with the
realities of current science. In the procedure I am describing,
human operators input the bibliographic
information for each paper and the computer
takes the citations used by [he author to
assign the paper to its appropriate category.
[n the second part of this essay, we’ll
take a step-by-step look at how the computer actually generates a cluster in a
specific field—the structure of red blood
We’ll also show how
cell membranes.
the size of the cluster and the links be-

tween co-cited documents change when
the frequency and strength thresholds
are varied. These exercises will demonstrate how 1S[’s clustering procedure
is used both as a tool for analyzing the
structure of science and as an information re[rie~fal system with high precision
and recall.
****
My [hanks 10 Alfred Welljams-Dorof
for his help in [he preparation of (his
essay and (o Ronald Levine, Jim Shea,
and Beta Starchild for the naming of [he
08%1s5
clus(ers.
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